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Democrats and Republicans Against Women’s Rights

Class Struggle Picket Slams
Right Wing AntiAbortion Rally

We won't go back! Union militants determined to confront antiabortion bigots, 17 January 2016. (Photo: CSWP)

On Sunday January 17, a group of 50 union activists
picketed a “youth rally” held by Oregon Right to Life, an
antiabortion group that held a day of action nationally to
“mourn” the anniversary of Roe v. Wade and attack
women’s right to abortion. With a banner calling on labor
to defend abortion rights, Class Struggle Workers – Port
land led a determined picket with members of the Painters,
Stagehands, Carpenters, Teachers, Teamsters, IWW, and
Laborers unions participating, as well as members of Black
Rose Anarchist Federation, Portland Solidarity Network
and many others. The crowd picketed the entrances to the
event, causing delays and confusion for attendees.

Event organizers and attendees were shaken by the
unexpected militant opposition, as proabortion chants
drowned out their Jesus rock and soured their misogynist
pizza party. They threatened to call the police, then tried
shoving matches, and when that failed, resorted to juve
nile taunts as they tried in vain to hide from the noisy
protesters that surrounded the swank Pearl District cater
ing facility.
Protesters chanted “Prolife, your name’s a lie, you
don’t care if women die” and “Not the church, not the state,
women must decide their fate” as antiabortion fanatics ar
Continued on page 2
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CSWP Picket (continued from p. 1)
riving from a rally held earlier in
Pioneer Courthouse Square dodged
the picket lines covering both en
trances to the building.
Demonstrators chanted, “Racist,
sexist, antigay, Christian fascists go
away!” Organizers of the antiabor
tion rally included Oregon Right to
Life executive director Gayle Atte
berry, prominent in the far right of
the local Republican Party, and ORL
president Harmony Dawes, well
known for her virulent anti
Semitism and support of her Holo
caust denier uncle Ted Pike’s Na
tional Prayer Network. Dawes
(formerly Grant) has several anti
Jewish articles published on fascist
David Duke’s website.
As the presentation inside got
underway, pickets moved to cover
large windows through which par
ticipants could hear their chants
and see their signs. Speakers at
our counterrally highlighted the
danger women face from antiabortion bigots, and pointed
out the need for a workers revolution to overturn capital
ism and liberate women.
An IWW member addressed the crowd: “For them,
you are a baby factory, an incubator for the worker of to
morrow, who can be exploited by a boss, another body to
keep replicating the system of profit, a system that keeps
your boss living large and you from getting the services
you need… We need a revolutionary organization.”

A member of Class Struggle
Workers Portland addressed the
crowd, saying, “What does that
mean for women when abortion is
illegal? When there are no clinics?
When you can’t get access?
Women die every year from trying
to selfterminate pregnancies be
cause they can’t obtain a safe, le
gal abortion. We need a society
that can collectivize all aspects of
housework, of child rearing, in or
der to truly liberate women. But in
order to do that we need a work
ing class revolution, an interna
tional revolution.”
An Internationalist Group
spokesman explained, “We’re
calling on labor to defend the
right to abortion, to defend the
clinics, which are under attack
by terrorist elements supported
by some of the people in there.”
Union militants intend for the
January 17 picket to be a beginning
for organizing more solid and numerous laborcentered de
fense of abortion clinics. Speakers at the rally recalled the
recent terrorist attacks on a Planned Parenthood clinic in
Colorado Springs and the firebombing of a Pullman,
Washington Planned Parenthood last September. CSWP
picket signs called for “Free Abortion on Demand,” while
speakers warned that the Democratic Party was no friend of
working women. This party of bloody imperialist war sup
ports restrictions on abortion access that make a mockery
of the “right” to abortion for poor and working class
women. We need a class struggle workers party to
lead the fight for the emancipation of women, an es
sential part of the struggle for the emancipation of
the working class. ■

Why CSWP Says
“Labor: Defend the Clinics!”
Point six of the Class Struggle Workers –
Portland program states:
“Fight sexism, defend the rights of women. For
free, high quality 24hour child care. For full
reproductive rights, including free abortion on
demand as part of a socialized universal health care
system. For labor defense of abortion clinics against
reactionary terrorists....”
And for us, program is not just some nice words,
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MOBILIZE UNION POWER
AGAINST “RIGHTTOWORK” UNIONBUSTERS
We reprint the resolution adopted by IUPAT Local 10
and IATSE Local 28, that was presented to the October
2015 Oregon AFLCIO convention. While many delegates
supported the call for militant defense of union rights, the
resolution horrified the union misleaders, who are
determined to lose this fight. Don’t let them. The measures
suggested in this resolution can be the basis for
preparations and action in many union locals, both in the
public and private sectors. The AFL tops may want to
hide their heads in the sand, but class struggle militants
will continue our campaign to defeat the unionbusters.
WHEREAS, unions are required by law to represent all
employees in a bargaining unit, whether they are
union members or not; and
WHEREAS, at least two “righttowork” initiatives,

allowing workers in unionized public sector jobs to
avoid paying for their representation, are in the
process of becoming ballot measures in Oregon; and
WHEREAS, the Evergreen Freedom Foundation, a main
sponsor of misnamed “righttowork” initiatives in
the Pacific Northwest, financed by unionbashers
such as the Koch Brothers and WalMart, is pushing
lawsuit against SEIU Local 503 which represents
over 20,000 home care workers in Oregon; and
WHEREAS, the unionization of the largely minority
home health care workers in the state has raised their
wages by more than twothirds, as well as providing
medical and health coverage; and
WHEREAS, unionization has boosted the wages and job
security of all workers and particularly of African
Continued on page 5

but a set of principles for action.
We are an opposition tendency in the trade unions, a
tendency seeking to change the policy of the unions and
to replace the current union leadership with one
committed to the policy of class struggle. CSWP is not
the only left opposition in the labor movement. But there
is no other group in the Portlandarea unions that is trying
to get the unions to take a stand on the abortion question.
Most union lefts don’t draw the line in the unions on
the right to abortion because it’s “divisive,” so in practice
these notsoradicals limit themselves to issues of “bread
and butter” and “democracy.” Sure, so long as nothing
serious is at stake, they will carry on about all sorts of
“social justice.” But in pursuit of opportunist alliances
and temporary popularity, they won’t fight the capitalist
system and all the oppression it creates — oppression of
women, blacks, immigrants, gays and lesbians, etc. In our
epoch of decaying capitalism, however, if you can’t fight
the capitalist system politically you can’t win any serious
labor struggle.
At the 17 January picket, we chanted “Prolife, your
name’s a lie, you don’t care if women die.” It is often
noted that the antiabortion movement’s professed
concern for the “life” of the fetus is simply a hypocritical
ploy in their agenda to put the woman in her “place.” And
while the religious bigots truly belive that they are
marching under the banner of heaven, the oppression of

women is not just a relic of biblical times. The drive to
put women in their place, as incubators and houseslaves,
comes from the capitalist system.
It is immensly beneficial to the bosses to keep half of
the working class in that special place, tasked with dong
most or all of the unpaid work that keeps the labor supply
coming back to work from day to day and from
generation to generation. So long as a woman, by reason
of a pregnancy that she is not allowed to abort, can be
condemned against her will to twenty or so years of this
second shift, then you can forget about “equal rights.”
And the bosses have even got some of the workers
believing that this is the way things ought to be, that this
arrangement is some kind of “human nature.”
It doesn’t have to be this way: oppression is not
“human nature” but the product of a specific social order,
the rule of capital. The fight against capitalism – the class
struggle – is not just about wages and benefits. The class
struggle includes the fight for the liberation of women: for
the right of women to control their own bodies, for the
socialization of “women’s work,” free child care, cooking,
cleaning and laundry services. Likewise, the struggle for
black liberation, including of doubly oppressed black
women, is part of the class struggle.
With workingclass women standing at the forefront of
the class struggle, leading together with their male
comrades, our class will become an unstoppable force. ■
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What CSWP Stands For
The following is an excerpt of the program of Class
Struggle Workers – Portland. The complete program was
printed in Bridge City Militant No. 1, and is available at
http://cswpdx.org/program/.
1. For total independence from the government of
capital, its agencies, courts and the web of antilabor
laws. The classcollaborationist bureaucracy must be
ousted by a fight for classstruggle politics within the
unions: building pseudoradical “alternatives” on the
sidelines won’t do the job. Classconscious unionists
refuse to sue the unions, and oppose all interference by
the capitalist state in the workers movement. We defend
the unions against capitalist attack. Employer/government
hands off union finances. Police, prison guards and
security guards are the armed fist of capital, part of the
apparatus of antilabor, racist repression: they must be
removed from the unions.
2. For united labor action and industrial unionism.
Any real struggle for union democracy requires a clean
break from the capitalist state. For the election and recall
of all union officials by majority vote of the membership.
Wages of union officials and staff should be no higher
than an average worker’s wage. No to secret negotiations
with employers. Elect mass strike committees of
delegates recallable by the ranks at any time.
3. Picket lines mean don’t cross, period. Rip up anti
union injunctions and the slavelabor TaftHartley law by
building massive picket lines that no scab dares to cross.
Down with the twogate system in construction and craft
union divisions everywhere. For a single industrial union of
construction workers. No racetothebottom raiding. For
real walltowall contracts, closed shops, and union hiring
halls. For union safety committees with the power to stop
work. No nonunion contractors or management doing our
work. Organize port truckers and respect their picket lines,
no matter what the bosses’ arbitrators say. Scab cargo is too
hot to handle. Instead of powerless consumer boycotts, for
active labor solidarity to bust the unionbusters. Mobilize

Class Struggle Workers – Portland
P.O. Box 86902, Portland, OR 97286
9712827903
cswp@cswpdx.org http://cswpdx.org/
Signed articles do not necessarily represent the
position of CSWP.

against antilabor “right to work” forces.
4. Organize the unorganized. Despite their supersized
talk about fastfood and other lowwage workers, the
present labor leadership only “organizes” them to stage
smallfries rallies for capitalist politicians. Labor must use
its power to shut down businesses that refuse to grant
these workers a massive wage increase and union
recognition. Strike at mass unemployment by fighting for
a shorter workweek with no loss in pay, and a massive
program of public works under control of the workers.
Make affordable housing a reality: expropriate the
landlords, convert the property of the superrich into
public housing.
5. Fight racism, defend the rights of African
American, Latino, Asian and other oppressed people.
Smash the racist death penalty and the neoslavery of
mass incarceration. Eliminate all drug laws, which are a
tool of racist repression. Mobilize labor’s power to free
Mumia AbuJamal. For free, quality, integrated secular
public education from preK to graduate school. Unions
should recruit and train workers from oppressed
communities. For strikes and workers mobilization
against police terror and brutality; organize
labor/black/immigrant defense guards to sweep fascist
scum off the streets.
6. Fight sexism, defend the rights of women. For free,
high quality 24hour child care. For full reproductive
rights, including free abortion on demand as part of a
socialized universal health care system. For labor defense
of abortion clinics against reactionary terrorists. No
discrimination against gays, lesbians or anyone on the basis
of their sexuality. Church and state out of the bedroom.
7. Oppose imperialism, defend immigrants, for
international workers solidarity. Fight racist
discrimination and antiimmigrant prejudice in our
unions. Mobilize labor’s power to stop deportations. Full
citizenship rights for all immigrants. For union action to
stop I9 and “no match” firings and ICE factory raids. No
to racist “Englishonly” laws or rules. For workers action
against imperialist war: political strikes against the war,
“hot cargo” war supplies. Oppose flagwaving appeals by
the labor fakers. For active labor solidarity with the
Palestinian people. Oppose U.S. occupation of
Afghanistan and Iraq, and war threats against China,
Cuba, North Korea or Iran.
8. For a classstruggle workers party. Break with the
Democratic Party, no support to the Green Party or any
other capitalist parties or politicians. For a fighting
workers party to organize and lead the struggle for a
workers government and a planned economy to serve
human needs instead of capitalist profit. ■
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Mobilize Union Power (continued from p. 3)
American, Latino, Native American and immigrant
workers; and
WHEREAS, the antilabor ballot measures are designed
to undermine and financially ruin public sector unions
which are vital to the welfare and living standards of
all workers; and
WHEREAS, ballot measures in Oregon are part of a
national campaign by corporations and their political
supporters to destroy unions and wipe out the gains
won by organized labor; and
WHEREAS, the U.S. Supreme Court last July agreed to
hear a case that could eliminate “fairshare” fees paid
to public sector unions, in effect creating a national
“righttowork” law by judicial fiat; and
WHEREAS, Wisconsin governor Scott Walker, after
eliminating collective bargaining rights for public
sector workers in 2011 and now ramming through a
state “righttowork” law, is campaigning for such a
law nationally; and
WHEREAS, the same forces backing these unionbusting
laws such as Illinois governor Bruce Rauner want to
eliminate the minimum wage entirely rather than
raising it to a living wage; and
WHEREAS, support for these measures in Oregon
comes from big lumber, including Freres Lumber
Co. and Stimson Lumber Co. and rightwing
politicians such as Washington County Attorney, Jill
Gibson; and
WHEREAS, workers in “righttowork” states earn
substantially lower wages, have less employer
sponsored health insurance or pensions and
significantly higher workplace death rates due to
weakened union protections; and
WHEREAS, the experience of Michigan, where antiunion
forces pushed through “righttowork” laws with a
stealth campaign while organized labor did little to stop
them, shows the danger of complacency; and
WHEREAS, backroom deals with legislators and state
officials will not stop a determined employer
offensive; and
WHEREAS, the unionbashing offensive that began even
before the 1981 PATCO air controllers strike, which
many other unions failed to support, shows that a

Check out the updated website of

failure to fight has disastrous results; and
WHEREAS, the powerful labor mobilization in
Wisconsin in 2011 demonstrated that the public will
enthusiastically back unions when they fight, despite
antilabor media campaigns; and
WHEREAS, the failure of Wisconsin unions to call a
statewide strike at the crucial moment, even after
preparing for one, led to a devastating defeat while
the strategy of a “recall” and voter turnout campaigns
predictably failed to repeal “righttowork” legislation
in Wisconsin; and
WHEREAS, the power of our unions rests in our ability
to use our economic strength in defense of our rights
as workers, and failure to use that power only
emboldens the laborhaters; and
WHEREAS, we have had enough of the onesided class
war waged by profitgreedy bosses,
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that this body
expresses the determination of Oregon workers to do
whatever it takes to defeat any such unionbusting
laws, including using our right to strike to defend the
union shop; and be it further
RESOLVED, that we urge Oregon and Washington
unions and their supporters to mobilize at “rightto
work” events with rallies, marches and other means to
expose the drive by cutthroat employers to drive our
wages to the bottom while they make billions in
profits from our labor; and be it further
RESOLVED, that area unions should prepare a major
regionwide stopwork action against this effort to
impoverish workers by using the courts and the rest
of their legal arsenal; and be it further
RESOLVED, that the Oregon AFLCIO will encourage
and support any affiliated locals collecting dues from
represented workers directly, in order to stymie
employer attempts to cripple labor financially; and be
it finally
RESOLVED, that in defending union independence from
the bosses and standing together in defense of all
those threatened by the employers’ assault, WE
HAVE THE POWER TO DEFEAT THE WAR ON
WORKERS, BUT WE MUST USE THAT POWER
OR LOSE IT. ■

Class Struggle Education Workers
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Wages, Hours, Jobs Cut – Union Health Plans Terminated

Obamacare Screws Workers,
Windfall for Insurance Companies
The Affordable Care
coverage.
The
Act (ACA), commonly
“insurance” it does
known as “Obamacare,”
provide for millions of
survived a key legal
working
and
poor
challenge in the U.S.
people is often illusory.
Supreme
Court
on
While it has ensured a
Thursday, June 25. The
steady
stream
of
court came down 63
revenue for private
against a suit by David
health
insurance
King,
a
Virginia
companies, it has had its
limousine chauffeur for
intended
effect
of
a cartel of conservative
adding to the pressure
ideologues who claimed
on unions to give up
that it was illegal for the
their hardwon health
federal government to
insurance
programs.
offer tax credits as a
And that’s only one of
subsidy to offset the cost APPW Local 153 on strike at Kapstone paper mill in Longview, WA,
the negative aspects for
of purchasing private August 27, over the company’s imposition of contract cancelling
workers. So let’s go
insurance to avoid Obamacare “Cadillac plan” tax. (Photo:
health insurance, if the health
down the list. First up,
Brooks Johnson/The Daily News)
insurance was purchased
who is excluded from
through
the
federal
governmentadministered
the ACA? For starters, more than 15 million
marketplace. The ruling, along with the same day’s
undocumented immigrants, many of whom work in
historic verdict allowing gay marriage nationwide, elated
dangerous jobs like construction, agriculture and food
Democratic partisans, who have been all atwitter about
industry, are denied coverage, even though many of them
the President’s legacy as he enters his “victory lap.” But
pay Medicare and Social Security payroll taxes from
Chelsea Manning, the transgender Army veteran serving a
which they will never see any benefit. Classconscious
35year sentence for courageously revealing U.S.
workers demand full citizenship rights for all immigrants.
imperialism’s war crimes, cautioned that the Supreme
Second, while private health insurance plans may
Court’s gay marriage ruling didn’t mean equality for all.
cover elective abortions, this portion of the insurance
If the court had gone the other way on the ACA, it
cannot be subsidized by the federal government under the
would have made it even harder for millions of Americans
ACA. Medicaid coverage is available in states which have
to afford any kind of health insurance. That only goes to
accepted “expanded” funding for individuals earning up to
show that in bourgeois politics, “it could always be
133% of the Federal Poverty Level. But Medicaid is barred
worse” for working people. If reactionary troglodytes
from covering abortion since the Hyde Amendment was
oppose the ACA because god told them to oppose any sort
passed by Congress and signed by the Democrat president
of social welfare programs, especially those enacted by a
Carter in 1977. Combined with the increasing restrictions
Black president, it does not follow that classconscious
on abortion in the U.S. as legal traps and terrorist attacks
workers should support it. This law gives billions to the
shutter clinics across the country, this means that millions
insurance industry out of the pockets working and poor
of poor and working class women effectively have no safe,
people in the U.S. Classconscious workers oppose the
legal option for ending an unwanted pregnancy. Far from a
ACA and fight for a universal, socialized health care
step towards the free abortion on demand that we fight for,
system while implacably defending every health care
the ACA reinforces the legal obstacles to affordable
benefit that workers have won as a concession from the
abortion that Democrats and Republicans have put in place
employers. And this can only be achieved as part of a
since Roe vs. Wade.
broader class struggle against all factions of the capitalist
What of the insurance that is offered? The sick reality
ruling class, particularly the Democratic party.
behind the statistics of increasing enrollment and
Obamacare is a far cry from universal health
decreasing number of uninsured since the passage of the
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ACA is that for working people, the insurance is an
illusion, a scam that will not prevent them from being cast
into devastating debt because of illness, accidents or
chronic disease. The “bronze” health plans have the
lowest monthly premiums. These vary by state, and are
expected to increase. Currently they are around $150 per
month. Already, that’s a significant “invisible” pay cut for
a lowwage worker struggling to pay rent and other
essential expenses. Yet these bronze plans can have
deductibles of over $2,000 for an individual or $5,000 for
a family, and annual maximum outofpocket costs of
$6,000/$12,000 family. Can you afford that? Many
working people can’t.
The Kaiser Family Foundation estimated that median
singleperson, nonelderly households above the poverty
level (in other words, those ineligible for standard
Medicare or Medicaid) have liquid assets of $2503, and
net assets of just $1,369! Households on the poorer end of
this spectrum, earning up to twice the Federal Poverty
Level, have liquid assets of just $766. Low to moderate
wage workers on the “bargain” bronze health plan
cannot afford to get medical care! And only the more
expensive “silver” and higher plans are eligible for
federal subsidies to cover outofpocket costs. The health
care reform lobbying group Physicians for a National
Health Program accurately characterized lowend
“affordable” plans as “a mirage, a simulacrum of
insurance rather than actual insurance.”
What we have here is literally “insurance” for the
insurance companies: a guaranteed customer base that
must purchase “coverage” of dubious value, or pay a
hefty tax penalty. Yet in the event of a serious illness, they
can only expect to see a payout long after they have been
squeezed dry by medical bills. Key to this cash cow for
insurance companies is the “precarious” workforce of
parttime workers whose employers are not required to
offer company health plans since they work less than 30
hours per week on average at any one job. The New York
Times (4 July) reports that private insurance plans are
demanding increases of 20 to 40 percent for 2016. And
through its “risk corridor” program, the ACA guarantees
federal subsidies to insurance companies if they fail to
reap sufficient profits during the transition to the ACA!
Employersponsored plans are generally marginally
better when they are offered (required for most wage
workers averaging over 30 hours per week), yet most still
leave poor and middleincome workers in a catastrophic
financial state before “insurance” kicks in. Again, there is
the monthly premium, a significant effective pay cut.
Threequarters of companysponsored plans, according to
the Kaiser Family Foundation, have a singlemember
deductible of over $1,500, and the average annual outof
pocket limit is $3,000$3,500 dollars. So for singles, the
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maximum deductible – the amount a patient must pay up
front before insurance covers anything – is greater than
the average total financial assets of the median household
above the poverty line!
On top of this, there are the several hundred thousand
mainly lowwaged, parttime workers who have had their
hours cut to less than 30 a week so that the employers
don’t have to offer them health care (see Ben Casselman,
“Yes, Some Companies Are Cutting Hours in Response to
‘Obamacare’,” FiveThirtyEight, 13 January). Class
Struggle Education Workers (CSEW) in New York
already exposed this vicious antiworker plan when it was
being debated in Congress and at the time of its passage.
See “On the Healthcare Crisis” (September 2009) and
“Healthcare ‘Reform’ Law: Bonanza for Wall Street, an
Attack on Working People” (March 2010), reprinted in
Class Struggle Education Workers Newsletter No. 2
(OctoberNovember 2010) and The Internationalist No.
32 (JanuaryFebruary 2011).
This bleak situation was not created by the ACA. By
every reasonable measure, the U.S. has long had one of
the worst and most expensive health care systems among
wealthy imperialist countries. Health care bills are the
leading cause of bankruptcy for individuals in this
country, and have been for decades. ACA has reinforced
this perverse system while liberal Democrats like
economist Paul Krugman crow about Obama’s historic
“reform.” What’s new to the ACA is a huge incentive for
companies to push to dismantle health care coverage that
unions have established through years of protracted
struggle. In 2020, an excise tax of 40% will kick in on
benefits valued at over $10,200 per year for individuals or
$27,500 for families, the socalled “Cadillac” plans.
Unions are doubly vulnerable in fighting this attack on
workers benefits, because it comes from the Democratic
Party that they loyally support.
The corporate analysis firm Jones Day offered clear
advice to companies on this:
“Significantly, the ACA does not require employers to
provide coverage for spouses and does not penalize
employers for excluding spouses from coverage, so
employers will need to evaluate the potential savings
from excluding spouses from eligibility for health
coverage…. While unions may resist efforts to curtail
employee benefits in the near term, employers should
consider the leverage that avoiding the Cadillac tax
provides at the bargaining table…. Employers should
take advantage of the leverage that the ACA provides,
whether that means negotiating union waivers to
allow employers significant flexibility to change and
modify their plans, negotiating lower levels of
coverage to balance out the added costs of expanded
Continued on page 8
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Continued from page 7
coverage, or negotiating to end coverage under
employersponsored plans altogether.”
– “What's the Deal? The Affordable Care Act in
Labor Contract Negotiations,” October 2013
In recent contract negotiations, union workers have seen
employers following this playbook, demanding lower
coverage and ending employersponsored plans.
While some of the most wellentrenched unions, such
as the New York City United Federation of Teachers, have
been able to resist ACArelated cuts to their health care
plans, in recent contract negotiations, unions across the
country have succumbed to the employers’ blackmail.
Even some allegedly “progressive” unions have gone to
the bargaining table offering to slash members’ health
care benefits right from the beginning of negotiations.
This was the case in ILWU Local 5 covering workers at
Powell’s Book Store in Portland, which Class Struggle
Workers – Portland fought against. And across the board,
increasing premiums and stagnating wages are forcing
union members to make painful decisions about canceling
optional enrollment for spouses and domestic partners.
Last summer, 800 members of Local 153 of the
Association of Western Pulp and Paper Workers
(AWPPW) at the Kapstone paper mill in Longview, WA
were forced to go out on strike after rejecting a
concessionary “final offer” from the company. The most
prominent concession that the bosses demanded was to
cancel the workers’ health insurance in order to avoid the
ACA tax and replace it with a cheap “high deductible”
plan. The strike was called off on September 3 when the
company brought in scabs, but the fight continues.
Meanwhile, 2,200 metal workers across the country have
been locked out since early August by Allegheny
Technologies, among them United Steelworkers (USW)
Local 7150 at a titanium plant in Albany, OR, for refusing
the company’s “offer” that slashed health insurance
benefits. There, too, management is using scabs.
Similar fights over essential health coverage are posed
from coast to coast. Obamacare is one more weapon in the
arsenal of the bosses’ offensive against the unions. AFL
CIO leaders have criticized the tax on unionnegotiated

health plans, yet they keep on rounding up votes for the
Democrats. This sorry spectacle underscores that whether
the issue is unionbusting “right to work” laws or attacks
on health care and retirement benefits, the key for labor to
defeat these attacks is adopting a classstruggle program
for powerful workingclass action across traditional trade
union divisions, independent of and against all the parties
of capital, Republicans and Democrats.
There’s no need for any of this deadly mess that’s
called the health care “system” in the U.S. – except the
need for profit. U.S. reported corporate profits are at over
$8 trillion per year. Even ignoring the fact that a
socialized health care system would be freed from the
disastrous anarchy, inefficiency and bureaucracy required
by private ownership, the present U.S. health care system,
the most expensive in the world, consumes around $3
trillion per year. Present corporate profits could fund it
twice over with trillions to spare. But this isn’t a question
of accounting, tax rates, or one that any “reform” of the
present system could achieve.
Union signs call to “stop the war on workers.” But
that onesided class war is the domestic face of the
imperialist war U.S. rulers are waging around the world,
and it won’t stop until it is defeated by mobilizing
workers’ power, here and abroad. We can’t accomplish
that so long as workers are bound handandfoot to one of
the bosses’ parties. As the union tops once again throw
their support behind the Democratic Party in the
upcoming U.S. elections, worker militants must draw the
lessons of their leaders’ support for the administration that
designed the ACA bonanza for the insurance companies
that is destroying health care for working people.
The key lesson is the need for a classstruggle
workers party. It all comes down to a question of power,
and Obamacare is one more reason why the workers must
rise up and smash the power of the tiny minority of
exploiters, rip the productive forces that we have built up
out of the hands of these vultures, and establish a workers
government to organize a planned economy, producing to
fulfill human needs rather than the dictates of profit.
Otherwise, the ACA debacle is a harbinger of worse to
come – much worse. ■

Taking Out the Trash
As we go to press, Justin NortonKertson has been
banned from the union halls of Carpenters Local 1503, the
Portland Industrial Workers of the World (IWW), Painters
and Drywall Finishers Local 10 and Stagehands (IATSE)
Local 28. NortonKertson is the spokesman and organizer
for $15 Now PDX who, on May 17 last year, went on a
vile, violent and womanhating rampage against CSWP

members and other trade unionists. In between gross sexist
threats, he told several trade unionists that we were “done
in this town.” But we aren’t going anywhere. We continue
to insist that NortonKertson’s vile behavior has no place in
the labor movement. Read CSWP’s Open Letter to $15
Now
at
http://cswpdx.org/2015/05/21/openletterto
socialistalternativeand15nowpdx/ ■
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Teamsters “General” Strike Busted:
Defend Local 162!
Drivers, warehouse workers and other employees at
come together across craft divisions to put a stop to this
Oregon Citybased General Distributors, members of
unionbusting attack. All of us must defend the basic
Teamsters Local 162, are under dire threat from the
union principle of oneout, allout: so long as any Local
company, which is aiming to bust the union entirely after
162 members are not allowed to return to work, the
breaking a strike that began on November 17. A real
company must be shut down by mass picketing.
mobilization of union power is urgently needed to win
The Teamsters were built into a powerful industrial
back the workers’ jobs
union by the classstruggle
and beat the greedy
methods of the Minneapolis
trucking bosses.
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strike had a good chance Union militants stand with the Local 162 strike, 25 November
Teamsters, “Our people
of
forcing
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didn’t believe in anybody or
recalcitrant employer to
anything but the policy of
come to terms with the workers. CSWP brought
the class struggle and the ability of the workers to prevail
ironworkers, stagehands, carpenters and other workers to
by their mass strength and solidarity.” That is what we
the strike, with plans to agitate for broader labor support
need right now to defend our sisters and brothers at
for the strikers.
General Distributors. ■
The strikers had their hands tied from the beginning,
as effective picketing was never established to shut down
scab operations in and out of the warehouse. Like so
many other strikes, it was run into the ground with a
losing strategy from the start. The strike is a powerful
weapon in our hands because it shuts down production.
But under the procapitalist union leadership, strikes are
more often organized as roadside demonstrations:
demonstrations of weakness, as business goes on
unimpeded. Ironworkers who were brought to the picket
by CSWP activists were surprised that trucks were
allowed to come and go freely. Under threat of permanent
replacement by the company, the union offered an
unconditional return to work and called off the strike on
December 2. Most of the strikers have not been allowed
to return to work, and the company’s next move appears
to be staging a decertification vote.
Minneapolis, 1934: Striking Teamsters rout scabs and
cops in “Battle of Deputies Run.” Labor’s gotta play
What’s urgently needed is for organized labor to
hardball to win!
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Sink “Right to Work”! (continued from p. 12)
busting party just as much as the Republicans, and if the
“Right to Work” holy warriors win their lawsuits or
referendums, Democrats from City Hall to the White
House will enforce the new laws against the workers.
Who called out the Coast Guard against the locked out
ILWU on the Columbia river last year? Democratic
President Obama, endorsed by the ILWU leaders. Who is
gearing up for another showdown with the Chicago
teachers union? Obama’s right hand man, Democratic
mayor Rahm Emanuel, whose cops are famous for
assassinating black kids and running a CIAstyle torture
center at Homan Square. Who will be defunding and
attacking public workers in Oregon, from Laborers to
teachers to SEIU, if Friedrichs wins? Labor’s phony
“friend,” Democrat governor Kate Brown.
Union leaders say that our ties to the Democrats give
us “influence,” but it’s really the other way around. Look at
what happened in Wisconsin in 2011. The Republican
governor, Scott Walker, tried to ram through a “Right to
Work” law. Tens of thousands of union supporters
surrounded the state capitol in Madison, physically
blocking the meetings from going forward. The local
Central Labor Council even talked about a general strike,
which was possible and needed to kill the antiunion law.

The capitalists will always try to chain the workers with
antiunion laws. If we play by their rules, we’re bound to
lose, but militant workers action can win. July 1934: the
National Guard is deployed in San Francisco against an
“illegal” general strike. Three strikers are gunned down, but
the strike gives birth to the powerful International
Longshore and Warehouse Union (ILWU).

But at the last minute, the “labor lieutenants of the
capitalist class” opted for an electoral approach, a petition
to recall Scott Walker, presumably in favor of a Democratic
successor. The workers were demobilized, and they lost.
Now Wisconsin and neighboring Michigan, the birthplace
of the mighty United Auto Workers, are “right to work”
states. In Michigan, the union leaders’ usual “smart” tactics
of lobbying and begging failed completely, and “right to
work” was imposed without a fight.
The policies of the union tops fail because they are
based on class collaboration with one wing of the party of
capitalist property, the Democrats. But what we’re facing
is a bipartisan, onesided class war as Wall Street seeks to
squeeze everhigher profits from our labor and eliminate
“unnecessary” expenses like education, health care and
basic health, safety and environmental protections. To
fight “right to work” we need to prepare to wage the class
war. It’s a struggle that labor can win because it’s a
struggle of millions of working people, without whose
labor “not a single wheel would turn,” against a tiny class
of parasites who produce nothing but misery and
oppression for the vast majority of humanity.
“Right to Work” seeks to end the “agency shop.” The
agency shop itself is a rotten compromise that was
imposed on the unions in exchange for antilabor laws
that outlawed the closed union shop. Under the agency
shop, workers at an organized company or state agency
don’t have to join the union, but they do have to pay a
portion of the union dues, often called “fair share fees” or
“agency fees,” and everyone gets the benefits and wages
that the union negotiates from the employer. The big
majority of workers do sign up for the union, because
they understand that it stands for their rights and welfare.
But this arrangement still weakens the union, and
encourages the natural tendency of the union bureaucrats
to run the union like an “independent,” “neutral” welfare
agency rather than the fighting selfdefense organization
of the workers.
The other arrangement that leaves the unions
vulnerable to the “right to work” attack is that most
unions have allowed the bosses – private companies or
government agencies – to collect their dues through
paycheck deductions. We never should have allowed the
class enemy to get their hands on the finances of our
organizations. Dues should be collected directly by the
union. This is not just an elementary selfdefense
measure, it’s a boost for union democracy and a check on
outoftouch bureaucracy in our unions.
Above all, every union needs to begin preparing to
fight the coming unionbusting onslaught in the streets and
in the workplaces. We need to form committees in every
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local and every workplace to prepare to tie up metro
Portland like the workers in Wisconsin shut down Madison
in 2011 – but Wisconsin shows that we can’t let the fight be
diverted into the dead end of electoral support for the
Democrats or any capitalist party. We need a class struggle
workers party: not just a votegetting apparatus but a party
to organize and lead the fight for the oppressed and
exploited, using the powerful weapons that our class has.
To defend the unions where we have them, and to
encourage workers at nonunion shops to go union, we
must fight for the union shop no matter what the bosses’
laws or the bosses’ courts say. Workers fought and died to
have a collective organization against the bosses, because
as individuals we are “free” just the way the “Freedom
Foundation” would have it: free to work under the bosses
whim, or free to quit and starve. We shouldn’t allow
freeloaders and suckers who’ve been duped by antiunion
propaganda to undermine our power.
At the 2015 Oregon AFLCIO convention, class
struggle militants brought this perspective to the floor in
the form of a resolution to fight Right to Work (see page
3). As expected, it was shot down by the union leaders,
who are planning to lose this crucial battle. The labor
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bureaucrats who sit on top of Oregon unions are so loyal
to their Democratic Party masters that they even endorsed
a poverty wage ballot initiative designed to undercut
efforts to get a $15 minimum wage initiative on the ballot,
then, in an act of disgusting hypocrisy, they “endorsed”
the $15 initiative too. Thanks a lot. If workers want a big
raise we can’t rely on the rigged electoral game or the
sellout union leaders. We are going to have to fight for it
the classstruggle way, by unionizing low wage workers
and shutting down businesses that don’t pay our minimum
wage demand with solid strike action.
The perspective we outlined at the AFLCIO
convention garnered strong support from rank and file
delegates, ranging from teachers to laborers and postal
workers. The leaders of organized labor have learned
nothing and are preparing to sell out big time, with
disastrous consequences for the working class. They need
to be replaced by a classstruggle leadership. Every step
we take to prepare for a real fight against “right to work”
union busting is a step to rebuild workers power and
organize the unorganized. CSWP supporters will continue
our efforts to defend our unions, and we urge fellow union
members to join us. ■

Labor Should Not Support Bernie Sanders
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(Or Any Democrat, Republican or Other Capitalist Politician)

Above: Pakistani trade unionists march against
Obama’s drone war killings in 2010. Bernie Sanders is no
“friend of labor” any more than his hero Franklin D.
Roosevelt, who sought to hamstring the unions with anti
labor laws. As an aspiring commanderinchief of bloody,

racist U.S. imperialism, he has stated that he would
continue the drone program. CSWP opposes all capitalist
parties and politicians. See “Bernie Sanders? No! We
Need a ClassStruggle Workers Party” on page 12 of
Bridge City Militant No. 1, Fall 2015. ■
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Bust the UnionBusters – We’ve Got the Power, Use It or Lose It!

“Right to Work” = Slave Labor Laws
A major attack is coming down on our unions.
Last year, the Supreme Court took a case from a small
group of rightwing ideologues, Friedrichs et al.,
against the California Teachers Association. The case
seeks to crush the unions financially by overturning
the “agency shop” rule. If the unelected lifeterm
hangmen on the Supreme Court hand down a verdict
for the business lobbies against the teachers union, it
will give a green light to governments and bosses
across the country to go on a unionbusting, contract
shredding campaign against a weakened union
movement. A decision is expected this spring.
Meanwhile, in Oregon, the antiunion “Freedom”
foundation has braintrusted and bankrolled a lawsuit
that seeks to eliminate the agency shop for home care
workers in SEIU Local 503. (“Freedom” for who? They
are against our right to strike. Someone should remind
them that the North won the Civil War.) And every Madison, Wisconsin, February 2011: over 100,000 unionists
surround the state capitol to block Right to Work. A general strike
election season in Oregon and Washington, as in states was discussed, but local AFLCIO tops called off protests in favor of
across the country, we see ballot initiatives that would electoral support for Democrats. Result: Wisconsin is a rightto
implement these and other antiunion measures, going slave state. Labor’s got to play hardball to win! (Photo: Yuri Keegstra)
under the deceptive banner of “right to work.” In 2015,
the initiatives were put on hold when the Oregon Supreme
fast food and retail are courageously rising up, even
Court gave them a title that doesn’t jive with the slick
though the union leaders do little to actually organize
marketing plans of the unionbusting lawyers. But they’ll
them or defend their jobs. And although the established
be back again next year.
unions are much weaker than they ought to be, they still
2016 could be the year of a decisive struggle here and
represent millions of workers in strategic industries that
nationwide over union rights and union power. Union
can shut this country down. We need to use that power
militants need to prepare our ranks for battle now. If the
before we lose it.
unions lose, we could be headed back to the bad old days
The union leaders know that this attack is coming.
before the mass struggles in the 1930s that founded the
“Right to work” would put a big dent in dues collections.
industrial unions in this country. Poverty wages, no job
But as in everything else, these “labor lieutenants of the
security, no health care (don’t count on ObamaCare – see
capitalist class” won’t lead the fight back. By relying on
the article on page 6), no retirement (they’re going after our
their Democratic Party “allies” and on desperate attempts
Social Security, too), and unions reduced to ineffective
to play the media spin game in the capitalist press (they
guilds representing only the most privileged crafts.
call this “education”), while opposing any militant labor
But we can win. In every opinion poll, the big
action, they are giving up before the fight even begins.
majority of workers say they would join a union if they
We can’t let this happen.
had the chance. While the economic crash of 2008 never
It’s true that the Democrats are happy to take millions
really ended for the working class, especially for black
in campaign contributions from union political action
and Latino workers, the “recovery” is starting to make
committees, and the “Right to Work” hardliners are
workers feel more confident about standing up for long
mostly Republicans. But the Democrats won’t fight the
delayed raises and other improvements after decades of
unionbusters. On the contrary, they are a capitalist union
belttightening. Minimumwage, nonunion workers in
Continued on page 10

